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Gravity wave momentum flux in the mesosphere measured
by VHF radar at Davis, Antarctica
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Abstract Polar mesospheric summer echoes observed in VHF MST radar measurements at Davis,
Antarctica 68.5∘S, 78.0∘E, are used to measure high-frequency gravity wave momentum flux in the vicinity
of the mesopause during the Southern Hemisphere summer of 2014–2015. The momentum flux spectrum
is generally isotropic with a slight bias in the seasonal mean toward the southeast. Zonal and meridional
components of the seasonal mean momentum flux are an order of magnitude smaller than the absolute
momentum flux. Diurnal and semidiurnal modulation of the momentum flux correspond to perturbations
of the seasonal mean winds by atmospheric tides. Quantitative measures of gravity wave intermittency yield
high values and increase with altitude through the mesopause region. These intermittency characteristics
are attributed to the increase with altitude of wind variability through the mesopause region as a result of
the tides.

1. Introduction

The inability of most general circulation models (GCMs) to accurately represent the observed Southern
Hemisphere polar night jet in the middle atmosphere and the associated polar stratospheric cold bias
[Butchart et al., 2011] has been recognized since the inception of gravity wave parameterization in cli-
mate models [Holton, 1983] and is attributed to a deficiency in the model gravity wave drag in this region
[McLandress et al., 2012]. While the simplifying assumptions made by gravity wave parameterization schemes
might be responsible for some of the discrepancies [Preusse et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009], the specification of
parameterized gravity wave sources, poorly informed due to the lack of observations, has represented the
primary challenge to resolving this issue.

In the past decade satellite observations have provided a much clearer understanding of the spatial and
seasonal distribution of momentum flux in the middle atmosphere, [Ern et al., 2004; Alexander et al., 2008;
Ern et al., 2011]; however, these measurements generally provide estimates of only the absolute magnitudes
of quasi-monochromatic gravity wave events rather than directionally resolved net momentum flux. Further,
they cannot resolve the shortest horizontal wavelengths which typically exhibit the largest momentum flux.
Long-duration balloon observations directionally resolve nearly the full gravity wave spectrum and have pro-
vided detailed information on the distribution of momentum flux at southern high latitudes but only through
limited duration observational campaigns [Vincent et al., 2007; Jewtoukoff et al., 2015].

The intercomparison of such observational estimates with GCM simulations by Geller et al. [2013] highlighted
the failure of commonly employed gravity wave parameterizations to adequately reproduce the observed
momentum flux distributions in the south polar stratosphere. This shortcoming likely extends to the meso-
sphere where gravity waves play a critical role in closing the jets and reversing the pole-to-pole temperature
gradient anticipated by radiative driving. While this has been established through numerous theoretical
and modeling studies, direct observations of mesospheric gravity wave momentum flux at middle to high
southern latitudes, that can also provide detailed constraints on simulated momentum flux in GCMs and
insight into the characteristics of source mechanisms, are scarce.

Espy et al. [2004] combined sodium airglow imager observations with imaging Doppler interferometer radar
winds at Halley Station to determine high-frequency gravity wave momentum flux in the sodium layer
centered at around 90 km. They found mean momentum fluxes directed opposite to the seasonal mean meso-
spheric winds and strong modulation of the momentum flux by the semidiurnal tide. These methods were
applied by Espy et al. [2006] to analyze the seasonal variations in momentum flux at both Rothera and Halley
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Stations using 2 years of observations at each site. Their analysis revealed what appears to be part of a dis-
tinct annual cycle with momentum fluxes peaking northward and strongly westward near winter solstice
and tending southward and weaker westward at the equinoxes. Due to the requirement of nighttime condi-
tions for observations, in the polar regions these measurements are limited to winter and equinoctial seasons.
Significant differences in the magnitudes of the momentum fluxes between the two sites were also noted and
attributed to dramatic differences in the probable source processes active in the different regions.

The potential for meteor radars to obtain meaningful mesosphere-lower thermosphere (MLT) momentum flux
estimates has recently been realized through the design of new high-power radars and techniques optimized
for gravity wave parameter retrieval [Fritts et al., 2012a; Andrioli et al., 2013]. To date these techniques have
only been applied in the Antarctic at King George Island in the Drake Passage [Fritts et al., 2012b]. The limited
observations reported were indicative of a strong jet stream source associated with the Drake Passage “hot
spot,” while other aspects of the observations remained unexplained.

Vincent and Reid [1983] (hereafter VR83) introduced a Doppler radar technique to directly measure gravity
wave momentum flux, making the first such observations in the MLT using the Buckland Park MF radar in
southern Australia. The technique was subsequently applied using both radar and lidar to other sites rang-
ing from southern midlatitudes to northern high latitudes. Reid et al. [1988] were the first to apply the VR83
technique to VHF mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere (MST) radar, taking advantage of the strong signal
provided by polar mesospheric summer echoes (PMSE) to measure momentum flux near the mesopause at
Andenes, Norway. Several similar studies followed using PMSE and polar mesospheric winter echoes to char-
acterize seasonal variations in northern high-latitude mesospheric momentum flux as well as investigating
gravity wave-tidal interactions [Fritts and Yuan, 1989; Ruster and Reid, 1990; Wang and Fritts, 1990, 1991].

In the present study the same principles are employed to measure momentum flux in the MLT at Davis Station,
Antarctica. The VR83 technique is applied to PMSE observations made with the Davis MST radar during the
summer of 2014–2015 as described in section 2. Section 3 documents mean momentum flux estimates, mod-
ulation of the observed momentum flux by tidal wind perturbations, and the characteristic intermittency of
momentum flux in the vicinity of the mesopause. Further discussion of the intermittency and comparison
with previous studies is presented in section 4, and conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. Observations
2.1. Davis MST Radar
The Davis MST radar is situated on the outskirts of Davis station (68.5∘S, 78.0∘E) and operates at a frequency
of 55.0 MHz. Transmission and reception are through a square-phased array consisting of 144 (12 × 12)
vertically directed three-element Yagi antennas with a grid spacing of 𝜆∕

√
2 giving a two-way beam width

of 7∘ full width at half maximum. Antennas are driven in 32 groups of four with each antenna equivalently
located in a quadrant of the array. Thus, antennas within a group are spaced by approximately half the array
dimension. Off-vertical beams directed north, east, south, or west at an azimuth of 13.6∘ are formed by insert-
ing fixed phase delays of 60∘ between rows or columns of adjacent antenna groups. Transmit/receive switches
protect the Doppler receiver from the outgoing pulse whose maximum peak power is approximately 72 kW
PEP (peak envelope power). Returned signals are passed to a single-phase sensitive receiver of bandwidth
approximately 217 kHz and 70 dB gain.

For the experiments described here, the radar was operated at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 4750 Hz.
Thus, mesospheric echoes were received at a delay longer than the interpulse period, and the mesospheric
echoes were aliased in range to the lower stratosphere to allow them to be sampled adjacent to the tropo-
spheric echoes. Time series with samples every 0.25 s and 55 s duration, and at vertical spacings of 500 m,
were used to calculate radial Doppler wind values for each beam direction.

2.2. PMSE Data
2.2.1. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Over the 2014–2015 Southern Hemisphere summer the radar was configured to run a 6 min sequence of
experiments comprising one vertical beam experiment and four off-vertical beam experiments in the cardinal
directions as described above. The final experiment was a high-resolution vertical beam which was not con-
figured to be part of the PMSE momentum flux analysis, although it was helpful in analyzing and interpreting
some of the PMSE fine structure.
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Figure 1. PMSE SNR average of off-vertical beams for 2014–2015 summer observing season (a) as a function of time
and range smoothed with a 12 h running mean and (b) as a function of hour of day and day of year at a range of 89 km.
Grey areas indicate missing data. Vertical white lines mark the period from 14 December to 6 January used for analysis.

Observations in this configuration began on 17 November 2014 and ran until 22 February 2015. The average
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the four off-vertical beams for this period is shown in Figure 1a as a function of
range near the mesopause. Data have been smoothed with a 12 h running mean to highlight the large-scale
features. PMSE in the off-vertical beam data correspond very closely to the vertical beam data (not shown)
in signal strength at a range offset of around 2.5 km due to the altitude difference between vertical and
off-vertical range gates at MLT altitudes.

PMSE were observed from the beginning of the observation period; however, occurrence was highly intermit-
tent until mid-December. The seasonal evolution of PMSE intensity and coverage follows similar variations to
those observed in previous seasons at Davis [e.g., Morris et al., 2007]. The maximum observable range of 92 km
for range-aliased PMSE was defined implicitly by the PRF which had been selected to ensure that the lowest
PMSE, typically observed at around 80 km in the vertical beam, would not impinge on the lower stratospheric
observations that extend up to 16 km. While this configuration is capable of observing the full range extent
of PMSE in the vertical beam, this unfortunately results in the loss of some potential PMSE observations in the
off-vertical beams at ranges beyond 92 km.

PMSE occurrence rate peaks at around 89 km in the off-vertical beams. The SNR at this range is plotted in
Figure 1b as a function of hour of day versus day of year to highlight both seasonal variations and temporal
variability on timescales shorter than 1 day. The best daily observation coverage occurs between 14 December
and 6 January; hence, this period, indicated by the white lines in Figure 1, will be the focus of analysis. Within
this period and during the resurgence of PMSE in late January, diurnal and semidiurnal modulation of PMSE
strength is evident. The time of day of periods of minimum and maximum SNR drifts throughout the season.
2.2.2. Radial Velocity
Radial velocity estimates were calculated from the Doppler spectrum at each range of each 55 s experiment.
The radial velocities then form a time series at each range for each beam with a temporal resolution of 6 min
imposed by the configuration sequence. Radial velocities were considered valid where SNR exceeded−12 dB.

2.3. Momentum Flux Analysis
2.3.1. Dual-Beam Analysis
The technique whereby a dual complementary coplanar beam Doppler beam steering (DBS) radar configu-
ration can be used to make direct measurements of gravity wave momentum flux is described in VR83. The
method involves a comparison of the statistics of the radial velocity measured in two beams, usually directed
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at opposite angles to zenith for convenience, although the use of any off-zenith angles is possible. The motion
of air parcels due to the presence of internal gravity waves will present differing projections onto the two
beam directions. As a result, the difference between the radial velocity variance measured in the two beams
can be related to the vertical flux of horizontal momentum,

u′
∥w′ =

V2
1 − V2

2

2 sin 2𝜃
(1)

In this expression u′
∥ and w′ are the wave perturbations of the component of the horizontal wind at the

azimuth of the beam direction and the vertical wind, respectively, the overbar indicating a time average. V2
1

and V2
2 are the variances of the radial velocities measured in the two beams and 𝜃 is the pointing angle of the

beams from zenith. Using the Davis MST radar, east-west and north-south beam pairings yield the zonal and
meridional components of the momentum flux, u′w′2

and v′w′2
, respectively. For the purposes of compari-

son with satellite observation, the absolute momentum flux was also determined from these components as
[e.g., Hertzog et al., 2012]

MF =
(

u′w′2
+ v′w′2)1∕2

(2)

2.3.2. Data Processing
The intermittent nature of the PMSE observations restricts a practical application of the VR83 technique to
analysis of short-period waves. The radial velocity data are therefore divided into successive 1 h windows.
Calculating the variance of the radial velocity over these 1 h windows restricted the analysis to waves with
periods of 12–60 min.

Given the sensitivity of the VR83 technique to outliers in the radial velocity data, a process of visual inspection
was adopted to ensure the quality of the data [Murphy and Vincent, 1993]. Each successive 1 h window of
radial velocity data contributing to a single variance value was inspected in the context of the radial velocity
and SNR time-height sections for a 3 h period centered on the window under scrutiny and subjected to two
criteria for qualification. First, data that were clearly outliers in the context of neighboring data were rejected.
Data points contributing the most to the variance for each window were automatically flagged for inspection,
although data were only rejected if there was sufficient ambiguity associated with SNR, raw time series data,
or Doppler spectrum. The presence of meteor echoes within the PMSE data was a common source of outliers.

Second, the morphology of the PMSE in each 3 h period was examined to identify multiple PMSE layering. The
effective vertical pulse length at mesospheric heights in the off-vertical beams was sufficiently large, due to
the projection of the angular beam width onto the vertical coordinate, which closely spaced PMSE layers that
were resolved by the vertical beam experiment appeared at times as single layers in the off-vertical beams
due to smearing, as discussed in detail by Watkins and Johnston [1985]. In the presence of a vertical wind shear,
this results in an ambiguity in the Doppler spectra at ranges which correspond to gaps between the layers,
as both layers are being sampled across an effective vertical pulse length which is longer than the gap. This
results in discontinuities in the radial velocity profiles as the DBS analysis jumps between peaks in the spectra.
More importantly for the momentum flux analysis, this also leads to discontinuities in the radial velocity time
series as the PMSE layers typically descend with time, propagating the effect downward through the data. It
was necessary to remove data points from some analysis windows to ensure that the radial velocity estimates
were attributable to a consistent PMSE layer.

The variance in each window was calculated around a linear fit to the data to reduce the influence of
longer-period oscillations. Variances were only calculated if at least 70% of a window’s constituent data points
remained valid after quality control. The quality control process resulted in a 9% reduction in the number of
valid variance estimates, the majority of that reduction attributable to the ambiguities in the Doppler spec-
tra. Equation (1) was then applied to the resulting east-west and north-south pairs of variances coincident in
range and time.

3. Results
3.1. Seasonal Means and Variability
The distribution of PMSE in both time and height is intrinsically highly variable on both hourly and daily
timescales (Figure 1); hence, the data derived from PMSE are not well suited to time series analysis. However,
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Figure 2. Momentum flux averaged at each range and hour of all days in the period from 14 December 2014 to 6 January 2015 for (a) absolute, (b) zonal, and
(c) meridional components. Momentum flux as for Figures 2a–2c with minimum observation count applied and smoothed by averaging over (d–f ) adjacent time
and height bins. Contours plotted are (d) MF radar wind vector magnitude, (e) zonal, and (f ) meridional wind averaged in the same manner as the momentum
flux. Note that color scales vary between plots in the top and bottom panels.

during the peak of the PMSE season, as defined in section 2.3.2, there are sufficient data to examine diur-
nal variations of momentum flux by determining seasonal mean values in hourly bins at each range gate
for each hour of the day. Figures 2a–2c present the results of this averaging for absolute, zonal, and merid-
ional momentum flux observations, respectively. Data are plotted as a function of height, accounting for the
difference from the range in the off-vertical beams noted in section 2.2.1.

In all three plots, significant variation is evident on timescales from hourly through to diurnal, and as a function
of height. The time-height variations in the momentum flux are likely attributable to a combination of intrinsic
intermittency and interactions of the wave spectrum with the time-varying background wind and temper-
ature fields. The general decrease of momentum flux with increasing height reflects the well-established
tendency for momentum flux to be removed from an upward propagating wave spectrum due to attenua-
tion of waves reaching saturation and critical levels, and the reflection of waves Doppler shifted to very high
intrinsic frequency. This interpretation should be qualified by the possibility that some of the larger values
present in these results might be the result of averaging over a small number of observations at lower heights
where PMSE coverage is poor.

Removing data at time-height bins in which averages were calculated from fewer than a threshold number of
momentum flux observations and averaging the remaining data points over data adjacent in both time and
height yields the composite plots in Figures 2d–2f. The choice of threshold, in this case three, was chosen as
a compromise between the number of data points remaining for analysis, and validity and consistency of the
results in the context of analyzing the longer timescale variations. Clear diurnal and semidiurnal variations
in the magnitude and sign of the momentum flux are evident in all three components particularly at larger
heights. Modulation of the momentum flux due to variations in the tidal winds is to be expected in these
observations based on the results of previous studies [Fritts and Vincent, 1987].

To assess the extent to which the time-height variations in momentum flux can be attributed to time-height
variations in the background wind, seasonal averages of the zonal and meridional wind components were
compiled in the same manner as the momentum flux observations from time series observations made
using the colocated medium frequency spaced antenna (MFSA) radar [Murphy and Vincent, 2000] over the
same period of the peak PMSE season. Contours of the resulting zonal and meridional wind time-height
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Figure 3. Profiles of seasonal mean absolute (solid), zonal (dotted), and
meridional (dashed) momentum flux. Shaded regions indicate 1 standard
deviation.

composites are overplotted on the
corresponding momentum flux com-
posites, and in the case of the absolute
momentum flux, the magnitude of the
wind vector is overplotted.

The absolute momentum flux is well
correlated with the wind strength
with descending wind shear zones
corresponding to transitions between
high and low momentum flux. The
zonal wind in the height range of the
momentum flux observations is west-
ward with positive vertical gradient.
Tidal wind variations modulate the
height and intensity of this shear zone
with the semidiurnal signal dominant.
Variations in the zonal momentum
flux correspond in general to the
descending phase of the tidal wind
variations, with eastward momen-
tum flux occurring within descending
zones of positive vertical wind shear
and westward momentum flux during
the alternate phase. Variability in the
meridional momentum flux does
not bear an obvious correspondence
with the meridional wind contours.

Espy et al. [2004] also observed that the tidal modulation of the MLT momentum flux at Halley Station was
much stronger in the zonal component than the meridional, although their measurements were made
in winter.

Harmonic analysis of the composite winds and momentum fluxes in Figure 2 (not shown) indicates that in gen-
eral the diurnal and semidiurnal components of both the zonal and meridional momentum flux are roughly
antiphased with the tidal winds. The phase relationship is most consistent in the semidiurnal component and
as in Wang and Fritts [1991] seems more robust when the amplitude of the tide is stronger. The relationship
does not hold at all heights; however, and the amplitudes of the momentum flux vary significantly with height
in comparison to the winds, both of which could reflect the sparseness of the momentum flux data at certain
times and heights. Analyzing 4 day fits to the MFSA radar wind time series sliding in 2 day steps through the
period of analysis reveals considerable variability in the amplitude and phase. While gravity wave-tidal inter-
actions no doubt play a role in this variability, there are insufficient momentum flux data to investigate the
relationship on shorter timescales.

Seasonal mean absolute, zonal, and meridional momentum flux estimates were obtained at each height by
averaging across all hourly data in Figures 2a–2c. Profiles of these means are plotted in Figure 3. Shaded
regions indicate the standard deviation after the removal of harmonic fits to the diurnal and semidiurnal com-
ponents. The observed magnitudes of the mean absolute momentum flux are consistent with the January
2006 zonal mean values at the latitude of Davis presented in the analysis of SABER data by Ern et al. [2011].
The correspondence between the radar- and satellite-derived profile characteristics is also very good, abso-
lute momentum flux peaking between 80 and 90 km and dropping off significantly at higher altitudes. This
correspondence should not necessarily be expected given the rather different observation techniques, which
suggests that the majority of the momentum flux might be contributed by a relatively narrow band of the
gravity wave spectrum visible to both techniques.

While the range of momentum flux values observed during 24 h is consistent in all three components
(Figure 2), the mean zonal and meridional components of the momentum flux are in general an order of mag-
nitude smaller than the mean absolute momentum flux. Zonal momentum flux is eastward at upper and lower
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heights and weakly westward at 86 and 87 km. Meridional momentum flux is northward at lower heights
and consistently southward above 85 km. In general, eastward and southward biases in the momentum flux
would be broadly consistent with wave filtering by the seasonal mean westward and northward winds and
would also complete the annual cycle of variations in MLT momentum flux observed from March to October
at Halley and Rothera Stations by Espy et al. [2006]. However, there is considerable ambiguity in these char-
acteristics as none of the zonal or meridional mean momentum fluxes differ from zero with any statistically
significant degree of confidence.

3.2. Intermittency
The term intermittency is used here to describe the temporal variability in continuous observations of the
magnitude of high-frequency gravity wave momentum flux at the mesopause directly above Davis station.
The specificity of this definition is important in the context of comparison with the results of other obser-
vational studies and the utility of the results for constraining gravity wave parameterizations or validating
gravity wave resolving climate models. In general, high intermittency is considered to imply a large disparity
between the momentum flux of the largest waves compared to that of the majority while low intermittency
implies a more uniform distribution. Yet despite the recent adoption of common quantitative metrics to char-
acterize gravity wave intermittency, the interpretation and intercomparison of the results require some care
due to the differences in both the sampling methods of the various techniques and the band of the gravity
wave spectrum visible to each instrument, the observational filter [Alexander et al., 2010], as will be discussed
in more detail in section 4.
3.2.1. Probability Density Functions
Recent observational studies using a variety of remote sensing and in situ measurements have established
that the probability density functions (pdfs) of middle atmosphere gravity wave momentum flux generally
exhibit a characteristic lognormal distribution [Alexander et al., 2010; Hertzog et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2013;
Ern et al., 2014; Cao and Liu, 2016]. The pdf analysis summarizes one of the most important characteristics of
gravity waves in the middle atmosphere, previously observed on a less consistent basis [Alexander et al., 2000,
2008], that relatively small numbers of large amplitude gravity waves contribute a significant part of the total
momentum flux of the gravity wave spectrum.

Figure 4a presents the pdfs of absolute, absolute zonal, and absolute meridional momentum flux for all
observed events during the analysis period of the present study. Also plotted are lognormal distributions
calculated from the geometric means and standard deviations of the observed distributions. The observed
momentum flux distributions conform closely with the theoretical lognormal although some discrepancies
exist, most notably the reduced probability in the zonal component at momentum fluxes above 0.15 mPa.
The tails of the distributions include several larger events with momentum flux beyond the range plotted in
Figure 4a.

As in the presentations of previous studies, statistics of the distributions are listed in the plot. The arithmetic
mean absolute momentum flux for all observed events during the analysis period is 0.05 mPa, consistent with
the diurnal mean profiles in Figure 3. The momentum flux of the 90th and 99th percentiles are also listed
along with the corresponding percentages of the total momentum flux carried by the largest 10% and 1%
of all observed events. These percentages for the 90th and 99th percentiles are 36% and 7% for the absolute
momentum flux. Despite the differences between the observational techniques, these characteristics agree
very well with those observed by long-duration balloons during the Vorcore campaign when considering
observations made only over “smooth” terrain [Hertzog et al., 2012, Figure 3]. Note that the smooth terrain
regions defined by Vincent et al. [2007] and subsequently used by Hertzog et al. [2008, 2012] do not include
the Davis area which is defined as “mountainous” along with other coastal areas; however, the Davis area is
relatively flat compared with many of the regions defined as mountainous, such as the Antarctic Peninsula,
which probably have a disproportionate influence on the statistics of the mountainous regions in general.

Regardless of the actual orographic wave activity in the vicinity of Davis, the VR83 technique radar observa-
tions are insensitive to very low phase speed waves such as orographic waves. More importantly, the summer
mean wind profile is likely to filter out most orographic waves at critical levels in the middle to upper tropo-
sphere. Thus, the observations presented here can be reasonably compared to smooth terrain regions, which
like the Davis region will be dominated by nonorographic waves and are also likely to be a good representation
of the high-frequency MLT gravity wave spectrum during this period.
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Figure 4. (a) Probability density functions (pdfs) of absolute (black), absolute zonal (red), and absolute meridional (blue)
momentum flux observations over all ranges. (b) Pdfs of absolute momentum flux at ranges of 83.5–86 km (black),
86.5–89 km (green), and 89.5–92 km (purple). Distribution statistics are listed together with Gini coefficient, Ig .

The distributions of absolute zonal and meridional momentum flux have somewhat smaller arithmetic means
than the absolute as expected from equation (2). The arithmetic standard deviation (not shown) of the zonal
and meridional components is somewhat larger than the absolute which is reflected in the larger percentages
of momentum flux above the 90th and 99th percentiles. This is not so pronounced in the zonal component,
although it is possible that the data are sufficiently sparse to make the 99th percentile particularly sensitive
to small changes in the number of observations. This difference in the 90th and 99th percentiles between
the component and absolute momentum fluxes is approximately what would be expected from an isotropic
spectrum. The difference of the meridional component from the absolute exceeds this expectation, possibly
indicating a preponderance of waves propagating at azimuths close to northward or southward, most likely
the latter based on the profile in Figure 3. The pdfs of the eastward only zonal component are almost identical
to the westward, and a similar correspondence exists in the meridional component.
3.2.2. Quantitative Measures
In recent years several quantitative measures of gravity wave intermittency have been proposed. Hertzog
et al. [2008] analyzed the ratio of the 50th to the 90th percentile of the momentum flux distribution in their
long-duration balloon observations. Hertzog et al. [2012] noted that the 90th percentile was consistently
observed to be approximately twice the mean, a ratio similar to the measure previously proposed, across
balloon and satellite observations, and reproduced in a gravity wave-resolving model. This characteristic has
been consistently observed in further analysis of the entire HIRDLS data set [Wright et al., 2013]. This relation-
ship is also observed in the present study; as seen in the statistics presented in Figure 4a, the 90th percentile
is in this case just over double the mean for all three quantities.

Plougonven et al. [2013] have proposed the use of the Gini coefficient as a more generalized measure of inter-
mittency that is less sensitive to the subtleties of individual distributions than the ratio of percentiles and is
more robust to variations of sampling. Gini coefficients, Ig, for the radar observations in the present study are
listed with the other statistics in Figure 4. As already noted, the direct comparison of quantitative measures
of intermittency derived from different observation techniques must be carefully considered in relation to
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sampling differences. This will be discussed in more depth in section 4; however, it is noted here that the value
of Ig observed in the present study for the absolute momentum flux is significantly larger than lower altitude
observations in nearby regions where orographic waves are absent [Plougonven et al., 2013; Jewtoukoff et al.,
2015], similar to the mesospheric observations reported in Cao and Liu [2016]. The higher intermittency in the
zonal and meridional components as characterized by the percentage of the momentum flux above the 90th
and 99th percentiles is reflected as a significant increase in the Gini coefficients above that of the absolute.

The systematic height evolution of the momentum flux distributions, shown in Figure 4b for the absolute
momentum flux, has some similar characteristics to previous observational studies, maintaining the lognor-
mal characteristics but with decreasing mean momentum flux due to wave dissipation. Further, the 90th
percentile is consistently close to twice the mean across the range of heights.

The quantitative measures of intermittency are seen to increase significantly over the range of heights. The
momentum flux of the waves above the 90th percentile increases from 30.7% to 39.2%, while Ig increases from
0.43 to 0.52. Hertzog et al. [2012] found that intermittency in HIRDLS observations between 50∘S and 65∘S
decreased with altitude during September–October 2005. Wright et al. [2013] also found this to be the case
more generally for HIRDLS observations south of 40∘S during winter months. In the latter study, intermittency
was found to increase with height throughout the stratosphere in various other geographic regions with pro-
files of Ig for the different regions converging toward a common value in the lower mesosphere at which point
the profiles all tended to decrease. The idealized critical level filtering model of Hertzog et al. [2012] and the
GCM parameterization investigations of de la Cámara et al. [2014] have shown that the progressive removal of
waves from the spectrum with increasing height shapes the momentum flux distribution toward lognormal
regardless of the nature of the source distribution. Thus, it is not surprising to see that different geographic
regions characterized by different tropospheric gravity wave source processes exhibit different intermittency
in the lower stratosphere and then converge toward the same intermittency due to propagation through the
less variable middle atmosphere wind field (as in Wright et al. [2013, Figure 5h]). Nevertheless, wind variabil-
ity in the stratosphere does have distinct regional characteristics which will impose different effects on the
height evolution of the intermittency.
3.2.3. Wind-Filtering Simulations
In the context of the present study, the effect on intermittency of the variability of the wind as a function
of altitude is of particular interest. The increase in intermittency in the vicinity of the mesopause observed
in the present study is likely due to the increased variability in the winds associated with tidal perturbations
which maximize in this region. To investigate the sensitivity of the intermittency to the tidal perturbations, the
Monte Carlo simulations described by Hertzog et al. [2012] were invoked. Briefly, these simulations track the
reduction in the total momentum flux of the vertical wave number spectrum due to the removal at successive
layers of high vertical wave number waves as a result of critical level filtering imposed by a specified wind
field. Statistical realization of this simulation with variations in the wind field yields a set of momentum flux
estimates at each level which models the set of observations that might be anticipated in studies such as
the present.

The first simulation performed was the same random wind field simulation described in Hertzog et al. [2012,
section 4c]. A zonally propagating, uniform vertical wave number momentum flux spectrum was specified.
Random zonal winds following a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation of 7 ms−1

were specified at 50 levels above the source level. Iteratively, subjecting the wave spectrum to the wind at
each of the 50 levels results in momentum flux pdfs which rapidly conform to lognormal distributions as
described by Hertzog et al. [2012] and summarized in Figure 5a where the values of i = 0,… , 50 reference
the number of iterations. The momentum flux spectra are normalized such that at the source level the total
spectral momentum flux is unity; thus, at i = 0 prior to any wind filtering the simulation pdf has singular value
of 1 at this normalized momentum flux.

The Gini coefficients of the set of momentum flux values at each level are plotted in Figure 5b. The uniform
source spectrum has zero intermittency, but the rapid onset of the random winds above the zero wind source
level quickly erodes large bands of the momentum flux spectrum from many of the realizations resulting in
a rapid increase in the intermittency, Ig, of the ensemble results. For each realization, the greater the portion
of the spectrum removed by wind filtering, the lower the probability of removing further parts at subse-
quent levels. Hence, the distribution of momentum flux tends toward a lognormal distribution with means at
each level decreasing by progressively smaller amounts toward zero. The intermittency stabilizes and further
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Figure 5. (a) Pdfs of normalized momentum flux in random wind field after i = 0, 5, 15, and 50 iterations of wind filtering simulation with theoretical lognormal
distributions. Also plotted is the pdf for the fiftieth iteration (i∗ = 50) of the simulation in which the wind variance was increased over iterations i = 40,… , 50.
(b) Gini coefficients of simulated momentum flux distributions as a function of iteration equivalent to a vertical coordinate for random wind field (solid) and
increasing variance above i = 40 (dashed). (c) Pdfs and (d) Gini coefficients as in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively, but for simulations using observed MFSA radar
winds.

iterations of the simulation beyond the results shown in Figure 5 show that the intermittency tends toward a
constant value of Ig. Progressively increasing the standard deviation over the last 10 levels to 14 ms−1 at level
50 results in larger wind variations and consequently increased critical level filtering. As a result the intermit-
tency increased rapidly as shown by the dashed line in Figure 5b. The resulting difference in the pdf at level
50 is also demonstrated in Figure 5a as the purple line corresponding to level i∗ = 50.

A similar simulation was then performed in which the random wind field was replaced with hourly averaged
wind observations made with the Davis MFSA radar at 2 km vertical sampling resolution from 70 to 94 km.
Observations from the period of mid-November 2014 to mid-January 2015 were employed resulting in around
1500 realizations. The observed standard deviation of the wind increased from 11 ms−1 at 70 km to 25 ms−1

at 90 km. Additionally, the zonal-only source spectrum was replaced with an isotropic spectrum. The limits
of the vertical wave number spectrum were set broader at 0.05 and 2.0 cycles per kilometer. The resulting
evolution of the momentum flux pdfs is shown in Figure 5c. At the first level of propagation the pdf already
closely resembles lognormal distribution and by the final level conforms well. After the initial step increase
in Ig above the uniform source level, the intermittency steadily increases as in the previous simulation when
wind variance was increased at later iterations (Figure 5d).

4. Discussion

In their gravity wave analysis of airglow observations Cao and Liu [2016] reported high intermittency in the
mesopause region as quantified by three metrics, the percentile ratio, the Bernoulli proxy based on Bühler
[2003], and focusing in particular on the Gini coefficient. Comparing the Gini coefficients they observed at two
sites to Gini coefficients determined from satellite and long-duration balloon observations in the stratosphere,
they conclude that gravity wave intermittency is higher in the mesopause region than the stratosphere and
lower mesosphere. The values they report are also significantly higher at all times of year than the largest
values determined in the present study.
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As mentioned in section 3.2, direct numerical comparisons of quantitative measures such as the Gini coef-
ficient between observations made using different techniques are not necessarily meaningful given the
sensitivity of different instruments to different bands of the gravity wave spectrum and the different sampling
patterns inherent in the observational platforms.

A key consideration is the definition of an individual observation, or alternatively a gravity wave event, for
the purpose of compiling momentum flux statistics such as the probability density functions. Whether a sin-
gle observation measures only the dominant mode or contributions from multiple waves will impact the
values of quantitative estimates of momentum flux and thus intermittency. In the case that null observa-
tions or vanishingly small events are not included, such as in Cao and Liu [2016], the resulting statistics do
not fully characterize the intermittency but serve as a measure of the disparate proportions of gravity wave
magnitudes above some observable threshold.

In contrast to the quasi-monochromatic analysis of the optical and limb sounding satellite analyses, each 1 h
measurement by the radar using the VR83 technique is a statistical measure of the net momentum flux of
all waves present for that duration, making these observations more comparable to the averaging methods
used to diagnose momentum flux in models [Geller et al., 2013; Alexander et al., 2016], although the latter also
incorporate spatial averaging. It is of note, however, that inspection of the radial velocity data reveals that the
1 h time series analyzed for each observation are often dominated by single quasi-monochromatic events.

While the Davis MST radar and the airglow imagers used by Cao and Liu [2016] are both sensitive to high
frequencies and short horizontal wavelengths in general, the sensitivity of the imagers extends to smaller
temporal and spatial scales. Both the radar and imager observations in question see a much narrower band of
the gravity wave spectrum than, for example, super pressure balloon measurements which are now capable
of observing nearly the entire spectrum [Vincent and Hertzog, 2014]. Hence, numerical comparisons would
require appropriate filtering to yield the most meaningful results. The discrepancy between satellite [Wright
et al., 2013; Ern et al., 2014] and superpressure balloon [Hertzog et al., 2012; Jewtoukoff et al., 2013] observed
intermittency in the tropics, and the contrasting ratios of tropical to extratropical intermittency observed by
the two techniques noted by de la Cámara et al. [2014] is highly likely a manifestation of this issue.

Therefore, it might not be reasonable to state that the mesopause region exhibits higher intermittency than
lower regions of the middle atmosphere based only on the numerical values available. However, based on
the observed increase in intermittency through the mesopause region, a relationship with the tides seems
evident. The simulations, described above, of gravity wave propagation through the observed wind field at
Davis demonstrate that modulation of gravity wave propagation by the tidal winds through critical level inter-
actions is a plausible mechanism by which this observed characteristic might originate. The situation at the
mesopause is of course much more complicated than the highly idealized model employed here. Wave satu-
ration processes will be taking place, which will also be modulated by tidal perturbations to the background
atmosphere. Wave reflections and generation of secondary waves might also be factors. However, the sim-
ulation results are not intended to reproduce the observed gravity wave statistics beyond the qualitative
demonstration that the introduction of increased wind variability associated with the tides results in a char-
acteristic increase in the quantitative measures of intermittency which is a salient feature of the observations.
Given the persistent and near-global presence of large tidal perturbations in the mesosphere-lower thermo-
sphere winds and other basic state parameters, it seems likely that enhanced gravity wave intermittency could
be a common feature of this region.

Further investigation of a correlation between tidal activity and gravity wave intermittency is not possible with
the MST radar observations given the limited window during which observations are possible. The semiannual
increases in the Gini coefficient observed by Cao and Liu [2016] correspond to the semiannual maxima in tidal
amplitudes at both Maui and Cerro Pachon observation sites [Lu et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2010] supporting the
role of tides in producing the observed high intermittency, although seasonal variations in source processes
cannot be excluded as contributing factors.

The quasi 2 day wave is also a common mode of variability in MLT winds at Davis [Murphy et al., 2007] and
is likely to have a similar modulating effect on the high-frequency gravity wave momentum flux as seen by
Murphy and Vincent [1998] at southern midlatitudes. Analysis of 48 h composites of momentum flux and winds
was carried out in the same manner as the diurnal composites described above. The results were suggestive
of a modulation of the momentum flux similar to that observed by Murphy and Vincent [1998] but remain
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inconclusive due to two factors. First, doubling the composite period from 24 to 48 h effectively halves the
sampling so the data quality is poor. Second, it is suggested that the quasi 2 day wave is responsible for
westward momentum forcing which opposes the winter poleward mesospheric flow resulting in a warmer
summer mesopause [Siskind and McCormack, 2014]. The end of the peak period of PMSE activity is seen to
coincide with the onset of elevated quasi 2 day wave activity and warmer mesopause temperatures [Klekociuk
et al., 2008], so the momentum flux observations preferentially select a period of low quasi 2 day wave activ-
ity. While no clear relationship is evident in this data set, it seems highly probably that the quasi 2 day wave
contributes to the modulation of the observed gravity waves and thereby influences the height evolution of
the intermittency of the momentum flux spectrum.

Comparison of the results in the present study to those of similar Northern Hemisphere studies is constrained
by several factors. The earliest applications of the VR83 technique to PMSE data were very short duration and
limited by radar beam configuration to a single azimuth [Reid et al., 1988; Ruster and Reid, 1990]. Addition-
ally, PMSE occurrence and volume reflectivity at Andenes (69∘N 16∘E), the site of these observations, is much
higher than at Davis [Latteck et al., 2008]. Wang and Fritts [1990, 1991] also report near-continuous PMSE dur-
ing summer at Poker Flat (65∘N 147∘W) in contrast to the sporadic occurrence at Davis. Thus, the data from
these latter two studies lend themselves to more comprehensive analysis. Nevertheless, mean momentum
flux profiles were generated for December–January at Davis which are analogous to July profiles of Wang and
Fritts [1990] and show larger zonal momentum flux at Poker Flat with the meridional components compara-
ble. As noted in section 3.1 the harmonic analysis performed in the present study is generally consistent with
that of Wang and Fritts [1991]. It should be noted, however, that Wang and Fritts [1991] were able to perform
harmonic analysis over windowed time series rather than the composite approach necessitated here.

5. Conclusions

Recent upgrades to the Davis MST radar have permitted the use of PMSE to measure directionally resolved
momentum flux in the summer Antarctic MLT. Particular care has been given to the quality control of the data
so that characterization of the intermittency of gravity wave momentum flux could be achieved with high
confidence in the validity of the relatively small proportion of large momentum flux events.

The seasonal mean absolute momentum flux measured by the radar agrees well with monthly mean mea-
surements made by a satellite limb scanner. The gravity wave spectrum is generally isotropic with a slight
tendency toward southeastward mean momentum flux, although this is not significantly distinct from a zero
mean. Zonal and meridional components of momentum flux are an order of magnitude smaller than the abso-
lute momentum flux and the gradients of the component profiles vary significantly from that of the absolute.
These discrepancies highlight the limitations of the absolute momentum flux as a quantity for constraining
gravity wave parameterizations in GCMs and the difficulty in applying this quantity for purposes other than
model constraint and validation.

High-frequency gravity wave intermittency in the vicinity of the mesopause is relatively high in comparison to
lower altitude measurements in previous studies. Quantitative measures of intermittency including the Gini
coefficient indicate that intermittency increases through the range of observational altitudes, 82–92 km. This
increase in intermittency is likely attributable to the variability of the wind field increasing with height through
this region as a result of tidal perturbations. Observed momentum flux is seen to be strongly modulated by the
tides and idealized simulations of critical level filtering by the observed MLT wind field show a characteristic
increase with height in the intermittency of gravity wave momentum flux similar to observations. In light
of recent airglow studies and the global nature of the solar tides in the MLT, these results suggest that high
gravity wave intermittency could be an inherent feature of this region of the atmosphere.
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